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marina traveled with her father, rod as they sailed to inland waters, the caribbean, the gulf of mexico, the pacific, panama and the galapagos islands all as an engine room monkey, doing whatever was needed. her charting odyssey culminated in her being published as the lead author on the 2015 edition of the eastern inland
waters pilot. on returning to her home port, she left to go back to college for a master's degree and to follow her next passion, sailing, visiting ports around the world and completing two trans-atlantic solo trips. her mother, diane, a member of the nautical publications team, had joined in late 1986, and a few years later, she

took a leave from her college education to become the first female charting coordinator for the baltic sea pilot. she moved on from that position, being replaced by john haslin, and then janice poncelet. frederick w. jenkins, o.d. dr. of hydrography is a renowned maritime cartographer who for more than 30 years has been
producing the world's finest charts of inland waters for the u.s. coast guard, u. coast and geodetic survey and several other u. government entities and private companies. the inland waters used in the eastern inland waters pilot are based on this work. however, because the surveying of the gulf of mexico required a much
larger number of datums than any other region of the u.s., the data for the gulf of mexico used in the eastern inland waters pilot is more robust and often superior to other available areas. noah gray is a prominent maritime cartographer, surveyor and owner of noah gray associates, llc, who worked with frederick w. jenkins,

o.d. dr. to produce the highly detailed charts of west coast inland waters published by nautical publications
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there are detailed sections on harbor descriptions, discussion of good anchorages, the distances between anchorages (if they are up to the mile) and a most useful summary of tidal differences. it gives a good description of the tidal regimes of the greek islands, a very useful chapter, very different from the many similar
articles available. the practical pointers and advice, such as the routes to follow when transferring between harbors, should be read carefully and then used. the new edition contains detailed updating of every part of the guide. the redrawn and amended plans and new photographs, many of which have been taken from the

air, complement the revisions in the text, refreshing this work which is now in its eleventh edition. rod heikell was born in new zealand and sailed hesitantly around bits of its coast in a variety of yachts. he tried racing in the hauraki gulf but was really not much good at it. in england he abandoned academic life and for no
good reason other than curiosity bought roulette, a 1950s plywood jog yacht nearly 20ft long, and sailed it down to the mediterranean. he worked on charter her and delivered yachts until, in ignorance of the scale of the task, he set off to write a yachtsman's guide to greece. this was followed by guides for other countries in
the mediterranean. he has sailed back and forth between england and the mediterranean, including a trip down the danube and on to turkey in rosinante, an 18ft mirror offshore. in 1996 he took his forth yacht, tetra, to se asia and back for the research for indian ocean cruising guide. apart from sailing the 'wrong' way and

back again the 'right' way across the indian ocean, he has done four transatlantics on his own yachts and also cruised extensively in other parts of the world on other yachts. he is currently back at the end of a circumnavigationand sailing again in his beloved mediterranean. 5ec8ef588b
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